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[Paper prepared for presentation to the Policy Sciences Institute meetings at Yale Law
School, New Haven, CT. Octob er 22-24, 1999.]

Confiden ce in the ability of the social science s to improve publ ic policy has eroded
during the past 35 years since the Great Society.2 President Clinton s proposed Golden
Age science budget of $78.2 billion increased many areas in m edical research, energ y
efficiency, and other priorities in the natural sciences and technolog y. Yet the budget also
made it clear th at, even with anticipated surpluses, the social sciences are not making a
comeback: the Administration s request assigned 0.0014 of the total to the social, behavioral and economic research budget of the National Science Foundation.3
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For historical overviews see Harold Lasswell, Research in Policy Analysis: The
Intelligence and Appraisal Functions, in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby (E ds.),
Hand book of Political Science (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975), vol. 6 and references therein; Bruce M azlish , The Uncertain Sciences (New Haven, CT: Yale Un iversity
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Efficiency: From Hubris to Helplessness (NY: Random House , 1986 ).
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Curt Suplee, Clinton Asks Big Increase for Scien ce, Technology Research,
Washington Post, February 3, 19 98, p. A9. Former Speaker Gingrich is playing a leading
role to double th e current national science budget but also expects the most beneficial
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One part of the problem is that the social sciences are ineffective lobbyists. But a larger
part of the problem appears to be hesitation, within the scientific community itself, about
public support for the social s cience s. Our nation s highest scientific advisory body, the
Preside nt s Com mitte e of Advisers on Science and Technology, while recognizing the
distinction between belief-based v. empirically-based social and econom ic policy, has
continued to de fer recomm endations for renewed progress in ach ieving em pirically-based
governm ent polic y, expressing doubt about the relative importance of these issues to the
broad er pub lic.
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Another concern - from distinguished social scientists themselves - may

be skepticism that increased funding of th eir collea gues wil l, if channe led through tra ditional NSF and other m echanisms, actually produce civic benefit rather than unproductive
academic argum ents and an emba rrassing level of goofiness.5

breakthroughs to occur in the physical and b iomed ical scie nces. S ee Newt Gingrich, We
Must Fund the Scientific Revolution, The Washington Post, Octob er 18, 1999 , p. A19.
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Letter on beh alf of Norman Augustine from Angela Phillips Diaz, Executive
Secretary, October 26, 1995.
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E.g., [The curr ent imitation of physics is self-limiting because] the part of
economics that is independent of history and social context is not only sma ll but dull. . .
[And] there is a tendency to undervalue keen observation and shrewd gen eralization. . .
[By contrast] there is a lot to be said in favor of staring at th e piece of reality you are
studying, and asking just what is going on here? Rober t M. Solow, How Did Economics
Get That Way and What Way Did It Get? Daedalus, 126:1 , Winter, 1997, pp. 39-58. p.
56.
For a broader critique that, like Solow, remains unfortunately deficient in causal theory,
see Charles E. Lindb lom, Inquir y and Change: The Troubled Attempt to Understand and
Shape Society (New Haven, CT: Yale Un iversity Press, 1992). Concerning problems that
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Nevertheless - the doubts of several leading scientists not withstanding - the American
people probably do want reality-grounded government policies that work. The bipartisan
National Performance and Results Act (the Reinv ention process) recommends a de facto
scientific framework to improve government performance. Agencies are expe cted to ident ify
the customers they serve, develop measurements of performance, and be accountable for
improved results.6 To be sure, the National Science Foundation has partly sought to evade
accoun tability for progress in pub lic policy (e.g., it has defined customers as grant
applicants and boldly vowed to pro cess app lications for funds more efficiently). But it is
difficult to imagine how any of this progress can occur without research to ach ieve
emp irically-based polic y.7

can be attributed to deficiencies in politic al courage (e .g., the end of advocacy for testing
ideological assumptions, especially the failure to test pol icy assum ptions of the political
Right in the same manner as those of the Great Society) see Lloyd S. Etheredge, Problems of Scientific Integrity that Affect Unfunded Research. Testimony to the US Commission on Research Integrity, April 10, 1995. Harvard M edical School. Boston, MA.
Xerox and idem. Commentar y: The Scientific Scandal of the 1980s, Political Psychology,
15:3 (1994), pp. 531-539.
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See, for example, David Osborne and Peter Plastrik, Banishing Bureaucracy: the
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references therein.
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See for example Gerald Garvey s useful historical perspective, False Promises: The
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Evidence-Based Policy Centers

By a simple innovation we can begin to im prove the effectiveness of government policies
at all levels, increase the rate of scientific progress, and rebuild confidence in the contribution of soc ial scie nce in our national life .

Proposal: That Congress create, through competitive grants administered by the National
Science Foundation, a network of Evidence-Based Policy (EBP) Centers in each area of high
priority for national prog ress:

1.) These Centers will receive nominations of questions from Governors and
Mayors ; city, state, county, and nation al agen cies; and a ny other or ganization or individual
with civic interests - e.g., individual budget analysts or program managers, group purchasers, advocacy groups, ind ividual c itizens. The questions may request summaries of current
evidence or answers that require new research. The only requirement will be that nominators have plans to use the answer.

2.) The Centers will, through advisor y panels, develop and prioritize this open list of
questions and begin to answer them. The criteria to prioritize the questions will include : a.)
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the com monal ity of the quest ion; b.) the potential benefits of knowing the answer; c.) the
existence of unexplained variations, new ideas, or theoretical disputes suggesting that
research can be productive ; d.) the ava ilability of existing research that can be drawn upon;
e.) a cost of answering the question that makes it prohibitive for local or state governments
to undertake the research themselves.5

3.) Annually, with their budget requests to Congress, the C enters w ill subm it their
prioritized lists, and quantitative measures of annual scientific progress, by categories
similar to reporting the development and testing of new drugs (e.g., the number of new
questions received; the total number of questions awaiting research funds; the number of
questions undergoing evidence review; the number that have moved to the next stage and
are currently undergoing exploratory or large-N definitive studies; the number of questions
answered during the previous year, etc.).

4.) The (peer reviewed) analyses of e vidence and new results developed by the
Centers will be available to the public and agencies of government at all levels through
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The cost to answer the question will not affect the ranking. Whethe r the cost is
prohibitive is a determination to be made by Congress. (It is not uncommon to spend
hundreds of millions of dollars to build particle accelerators that can answer high priority
questions in physics. And if equally good questions can be answered about the best ways to
teach reading skills to slow learners, Congress m ay cons ider th e mon ey wel l-spen t.)
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Web sites a nd publication in scientific journals. Centers also will be encouraged to create
regularly-scheduled Internet-based colloquia series to bring news about best practices and
new research developm ents to their constitu encies a s quickly as possible.

This national innovation - creating a highly visible and well-focused question-posing
and question-answering enterprise for public policy and enrolling the participation of many
customers beyond ac adem ic applic ants - should build a stronger constituency for new
research funding. And it should create the best ally of social science, a well -represented
desire (user-driven) to know the answe r: For example, if many local School Boards want to
know whethe r reducing class size below N=15 in grades K-3 increases academ ic achie vement, Congress will receive information about who wishes to know the answer; the current
evidence; how long it will take to ge t better evidence at cu rrent funding levels, etc.

(This coalition-building across levels of government may b e especially useful to achie ve a
more rational level of funding. Economic theory has shown that scientific research is a
public good that - in part because it is so widely beneficial to so many people - will be
underfunded by the private sector and requires a role for government. But economic the ory
has been silent about which levels of government, and which agency s budgets, should pay
the bill. Thus, by th e same public goods logic, each individua l city, county, and state
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agency will tend to underfund research that, in the common interest of all public sector
agencies (and the public), should be undertaken. For example, by now we ought to know
whether (if at all) - and by how much - a local School Board can, by increasing homework,
accelerate the rate at which elementary school kids learn addition. But the labor and
expense involved in organizing research among those who want to know the answer makes
this one of m any polic y areas where tradition al practic es (rathe r than em pirically-based
findings) govern.) 6

- The independence of Evidence-Based Policy Centers should help to insulate the
evalua tion of hypotheses from partisan and interest-group pressures, and speed the benefits
of empir ical research for democratic problem-solving. Because questions will arise from (for
example) state and loc al governments who want m ore workable and effective programs, and
support a vigorous federalism, the EBP Ce nters sho uld avoid the im plication that
federally-funded research in socia l, behav ioral, and e conomic sciences is linked to p olitical
agendas to expand the role of the federal governm ent.
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This public good under funding of science may even be true at the level of nationstates . For example, if there is a single universal answer to the question of the relation of
class size to academ ic achie vement in elementary school, it would be beneficial to all of the
world s educational systems, in all countries (now, and forever) to know the answer.
See also the discussion, Inadequate Repr esentation of the Efficiency Value in Politics,
in Downs and Larkey, op. cit., pp. 253-257.
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- Because the EBP Centers will be problem -focused, they should have incentives to use
multi-disciplinary approaches and be less likely to be entrapped into activities of disconnected academic interest. My instinct is that this complementary approach to funding
social science can make EBP Centers the catalysts and new leaders in the social sciences
themselves: In m edical research, the goal of curing disease provides a shared and powerful
framework that breaks-through disciplinary boundaries, recogniz es achie vements that serve
common goals, and spurs astonishing progress.

- EBP Centers will be permitted - indeed, encouraged - to solicit questions. Because
EBP Centers will be funded by competitive and renewable grants, the Centers - with an
eye to their gran t-renewal process - will have incentives to pose and answer questions of
wide interest and impact. 7

A final thought about this proposal: The federal government already is developing
experience with an analog to these Evidence-Based Policy Cente rs in med ical research.
These 12 Evidence-Based Practice Centers, funded by the Agency for Health Care Policy
and Research in the US and Canada (Mc Maste r Univer sity), began in 1997, have received
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While EBP Centers c an be created de novo, existing institut ions (e.g., the
National Governors A ssociation, policy research centers in leading states or at universities,
for-profit research companies) also can apply and use these grants to strengthen their
programs.
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requests for more than 250 topics, and are providing a steady stream of reports to inform
choices , and the (empirically-based ) effectivene ss and qu ality of care for the M edicare and
Med icaid populations.8
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Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, AHCPR Fact Sheet: AHCPR s
Evidence-based Practice Centers. (Rockville, MD: US Dept. of Health and Human
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